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Abstract  

Binding of local anesthetics to plasma proteins has been presented as an important determinant of 

their bioavailability. Local anesthetics with a high potential for systemic toxicity, e.g. bupivacaine 

(BUP), are bound strongly by alpha1-acid glycoprotein (AAG), more weakly by serum albumin, 

but drug dissociation may be rapid, thus limiting the importance of protein binding. The purpose 

of this study was to determine the binding kinetics of BUP to AAG. Bupivacaine binding to AAG 

was monitored by its displacement of the fluorescent probe 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid 

(ANS). The increased fluorescence of ANS (λ excit/em = 380/480 nm) upon binding to AAG was 

used to determine the equilibrium and kinetic characteristics of this reaction. By studying how 

BUP altered the binding kinetics of ANS to AAG it was possible to calculate the BUPs equilibrium 

and kinetic rate constants for AAG binding. ANS fluorescence increased ca. 50-fold when bound 

to AAG.  Increasing [BUP] with a constant [AAG] + [ANS] returned ANS fluorescence to its 

unbound status, due to complete displacement of ANS from AAG; bupivacaine’s competitive 

equilibrium constant, Ki , equals 1-2 μM (pH 7.4, 23oC). Pre-equilibrating AAG with BUP before 

the rapid (0.008s) addition of excess ANS slowed the binding of ANS to a rate limited by BUP’s 

dissociation: koff = 12.0  0.5 s-1, corresponding to a half-time ~0.06 seconds. Therefore, although 

much of the total serum BUP at toxic levels (2-4 µg/mL) will be bound by plasma proteins, 

dissociation from the tightest binding protein shows that drug is rapidly freed during organ 

perfusion, allowing newly unbound drug to permeate into the perfused tissues. The very rapid 

dissociation of BUP from AAG means that equilibrium binding is a very poor index of bio-

availability and systemic toxicity of that local anesthetic. 

 

Key words: Local anesthetic, bupivacaine, alpha-1-acid glycoprotein, plasma proteins, systemic 

toxicity. 
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1. Introduction 

Many local anesthetics (LA) in the 

circulation are highly bound to plasma 

proteins, i.e., alpha-1-acid glycoprotein 

(AAG) and serum albumin. 1-3 Although a 

large fraction of the total drug is protein-

bound at equilibrium, this binding is 

reversible, so that the kinetics of 

dissociation may be as important as the 

equilibrium binding for determining the 

drug’s bio-availability. Consider that the 

toxicity of the LA bupivacaine (BUP) after 

accidental intravenous delivery is 

critically dependent on transfer into the 

heart, 4,5 and the therapeutic, anti-

hyperalgesic actions of lidocaine during 

intentional intravenous infusion depends 

on its uptake into the nervous system.6 

Those drug-binding proteins act as a buffer 

in regulating the free BUP concentration, 
7-9 and this buffering effect, set by the 

binding capacity and affinity of the 

proteins, must be evaluated in adjusting 

the dosage of a drug and considering its 

toxicity.1,10 However, the kinetics of such 

binding are also important for the 

blood:organ distribution in non-

equilibrium circumstances, such as when 

drugs are being slowly extracted by the 

kidney or when they are rapidly delivered, 

intentionally or accidentally, as a bolus 

into the circulation.  

Alpha1-acid glycoprotein is the 

major plasma protein that binds local  

anesthetics.8,9 Therefore, measurement of 

LA-AAG equilibrium and kinetic 

constants, especially for drugs like BUP 

which are relatively hydrophobic and 

potentially highly toxic, is very important 

for the complete consideration of LA 

pharmacokinetics. 

Fluorescence is a very sensitive 

method for studying ligand:protein 

interactions .11 Unfortunately, clinically 

used LAs are either non-fluorescent or 

weakly fluorescent, and unlike many other 

drugs, they do not quench the intrinsic 

fluorescence of AAG. To examine LA 

binding, therefore, other fluorescent 

probes have been used. We previously 

developed a synthetic LA containing 2 

iodine atoms, diethyl-di-iodocaine 

(DEDIC), that quenched about 80% of the 

tryptophan-related fluorescence of AAG 

when it bound with very high affinity (KD~ 

50 nM).12 However, due to DEDIC’s 

correspondingly slow dissociation rate, it 

could not be used to determine the faster 

binding kinetics of the LA’s that 

competitively displaced it from AAG, e.g., 

lidocaine, bupivacaine.13 In the present 

study, we have used 1-anilinonaphthalene-

8 sulfonic acid (ANS) as a probe to 

establish a method to measure the BUP 

dissociation rate constant from AAG.  

Although ANS has been used previously 

as a fluorescence probe to study the 

equilibrium binding of small molecule 

drugs to AAG,14,15 we now present 

detailed kinetic information on ANS 

binding to AAG, and for the first time 

determine BUP’s dissociation rate 

constant from that plasma protein. 

 

 

2.Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Reagents 

 Bupivacaine hydrochloride and human 

AAG were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich 

Chemicals (St. Louis, MO). 1-

anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS) 

was purchased from Molecular Probes 

(Eugene, Oregon). 

 

2.2 Solutions  

All experiments were conducted in 

a standard aqueous medium (SAM), 

which contained 150 mM NaCl in doubly 

deionized (18Mohm-cm), highly purified, 

pyrogen-free water (Water Systems 5601, 

Millipore Corp, Woburn, MA), buffered 
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with a combination of 3 Good buffers 16: 2 

mM CAPS [3-(cyclohexylamino)-

propanesulfonic acid, pKa = 10.4], 2 mM 

BICINE [N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) 

glycine, pKa = 8.35], and 2 mM MES [2-

(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid, pKa 

= 6.15] monohydrate (all were obtained 

from Calbiochem-Behring Corp, La Jolla, 

CA) in order to provide a constant 

buffering capacity over the experimental 

pH range. All drug stock solutions were 

adjusted to pH 7.4. Bupivacaine was 

freshly made prior to use as a stock 

solution (1.0 mM) at room temperature, 

and diluted to desired concentrations in 

SAM. 

 

2.3 Steady-state fluorescence 

measurements 

Steady-state fluorescence spectra 

and fluorescence readings in the ratio 

mode were obtained with an Aminco 

spectrofluorimeter (model SPF-500 C, 

Aminco, Urbana, IL) (using 3g/L 

rhodamine B in ethylene glycol as 

reference) with a xenon lamp and direct 

temperature control of the cuvette. The 

bandwidths of 4 nm and 10 nm were set for 

excitation and emission monochromators, 

respectively. A square quartz cuvette with 

light pathlength of 10 mm was used when 

collecting steady-state fluorescence data, 

and a magnetic stir bar used to provide 

rapid mixing (~ 1 sec) for additions by 

hand. Between scans or changing 

conditions cuvettes were cleaned with 

doubly deionized (18Mohm-cm), highly 

purified water and isopropanol (HPLC 

grade, UV cutoff 205 nm, Fisher 

Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ), and dried over 

air passed through a 0.2-M filter (Gelman 

PTFE ACRO-disk).  

 

 

 

2.4 Analysis of steady-state fluorescence 

data 

To measure the KD values for ANS 

binding to AAG, successive aliquots of 

ANS were added to a cuvette containing 2 

mL of AAG solution, and the changes in 

ANS’ fluorescence determined as a 

function of its final concentration, after 

several corrections, noted below. (To 

minimize photo-degradation during 

repeated excitation of the sample, single 

excitation and emission wavelengths were 

used (ex=380 nm, em=480 nm) and the 

excitation shutters were closed between 

readings.) Raw fluorescence data were 

first corrected for dilution effects and then 

normalized to unity, by dividing by the 

maximum fluorescence intensity, and 

plotted versus nominal concentrations of 

ANS. Analogous treatments were applied 

to bupivacaine competitive displacement 

experiments in which AAG and ANS 

concentrations were kept relatively 

constant and [BUP] was increased 

stepwise until no further decrease of ANS 

fluorescence occurred. The corrected and 

normalized fluorescence intensity were 

fitted by a one-site binding equation for 

extracting KD value of ANS 12 or a one-site 

competition equation for extracting Ki 

values of drugs,13 at equilibrium binding. 

 

2.5 Kinetic measurements 

Kinetic data were collected with an 

SX.18MV stopped-flow 

spectrofluorimeter (Applied Photophysics, 

Leatherhead, U.K.) with excitation at 380 

nm. AAG (with or without ANS or BUP) 

solution was loaded into one of the 

spectrofluorometer's gastight mixing 

syringes, and ANS or BUP in SAM was 

loaded into the other. The two solutions 

were rapidly mixed at 1:1 volume ratio. 

The intensity of emitted fluorescence, after 

passing through a 503.2 nm cutoff filter 

with 15 nm half-width (Heliotek, Textron 
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Inc., Sylmar, CA), was recorded on a 

linear time base (1000 points over 0.5 s). 

For each experiment, five individual traces 

were averaged to improve the signal:noise 

ratio. All kinetic experiments were 

performed at 20.0 ± 0.2ºC. A double 

exponential equation (see below) was used 

to fit the curve to extract two amplitudes 

and their respective time constants that 

accounted for all the time-dependent 

signal. All reported concentrations in 

kinetic studies were post-mixing 

concentrations, unless otherwise 

indicated. 

 

2.6 Statistical Analysis 

 Data here are reported as means ± 

SEM. Differences between binding 

constants, e.g. at two pH values, are 

compared by unpaired Student’s t-test. 

P<0.05 was considered significantly 

different. 

 

3.Results 

 

3.1 ANS binds tightly to AAG.  

 ANS in solution is excited directly 

at wavelengths of 350-380 nm and emits 

maximally at ca. 530 nm, at pH 7.4, 23C 

(Figure 1A, dotted line). When bound to 

AAG, ANS fluorescence properties are 

changed; its emission maximum is “blue-

shifted” by 50 nm, to about 480 nm, and its 

fluorescence intensity is greatly increased 

(Figure 1A, solid line), consistent with its 

binding to a hydrophobic portion of the 

protein 17,18 Protein-bound ANS can be 

indirectly excited; by illuminating Trp 

residues in AAG at 280 nm, fluorescence 

energy is non-radiatively transferred to the 

bound ANS, which fluoresces 480nm. 

Such energy transfer-dependent signals 

occur only when the fluorescing ligands 

are within 10-20A of the excited Trp.19 

Indirectly excited ANS fluorescence 

reached its maximum when [ANS] was 

about stoichiometrically equal to all the 

AAG protein molecules (data not shown). 

These results show that ANS binds 

directly to AAG at the protein’s 

hydrophobic regions, and does so with 

relatively high affinity.  

 We monitored the interactions 

between BUP and AAG by the reduction 

ANS’ fluorescence due to its displacement 

from the protein. In all these experiments 

ANS was directly excited at 380 nm, and 

fluorescence measured at 480 nm, because 

BUP absorbs broadly around 240-290 nm, 

and would quench the excitation of Trp 

(280 nm). Figure 1A shows an example of 

AAG’s reduced fluorescence when BUP is 

present with the local anesthetic and AAG 

(dashed line).  

Figure 1B shows the directly 

excited fluorescence increase as an 

increasing amount of ANS is added to 

solutions containing three different AAG 

concentrations. The maximum 

fluorescence intensity at saturating ANS 

concentrations is proportional to the initial 

AAG concentration, and half saturation 

occurs at [ANS] below those of AAG, 

indicating a high affinity for the protein. 

When ligands bind with very high affinity, 

as happens here, such that saturation 

occurs at such low ligand concentrations 

that free [ligand] is substantially reduced 

from its initial value by its binding, then 

the apparent EC50 is far larger than the 

true KD.12 For example, half the maximum 

fluorescence from ANS binding to 1µM 

AAG occurs at a “nominal”, starting 

[ANS] of ~0.7 µM, read from the x-axis of 

Figure 1B (solid circles), but if this 

situation corresponds to half occupancy of 

one site on each AAG molecule, then 0.5 

µM ANS will be bound, leaving a true free 

concentration of 0.2µM. Equations that 

calculate the true KD values in these 

situations were used to generate curves 

that simultaneously fit the experimental 

https://esmed.org/MRA/mra/
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data for all three AAG concentrations, 

giving an equilibrium dissociation 

constant (KD) of ANS = 0.23  0.15 μM 

(n=6) for binding to AAG at pH 7.4 and 

23C.  

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. (A) Emission spectra of: 10 µM ANS alone (dash-dotted line); 1 µM AAG alone 

(dotted line); 1 µM AAG + 10 µM ANS (solid line); 1 µM AAG + 10 µM ANS + 20 µM 

BUP (dashed line), all at pH 7.4, 23
o
C. (B) Fluorescence monitoring of titration of ANS into 2.0 µM (◼), 

1.0 µM (●) and 0.5 µM (▲) AAG, at pH 7.4, 23
o
C. Data points are individual measurements from one 

experiment; the curves are derived from fits to data from 6 identical experiments, using equations for the 

one-site binding isotherm (ref. 12) to calculate the apparent KD of ANS = 0.23 ±0.15 µM (n=6). 
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3.2 Competitive equilibrium binding 

between ANS and BUP.  

Bupivacaine competitively 

inhibited ANS binding to AAG. Titration 

of BUP into a pre-equilibrated AAG-ANS 

solution decreased ANS’ fluorescence 

intensity, indicating the displacement of 

bound ANS by BUP (Figures 1A, 2). (In a 

reciprocal manner, titration of ANS into a 

pre-equilibrated BUP-AAG solution 

increased the fluorescence with a higher 

apparent KD than without BUP, showing 

that ANS can competitively displace BUP 

from its binding site on AAG; data not 

shown.) There is almost zero residual 

fluorescence from ANS when BUP is 

taken to high concentrations, indicating 

that all bound ANS is displaced by BUP 

(Figure 2), Furthermore, the data in Figure 

2 can be fit by a one-site binding 

competition model,13 showing that only 

one BUP is required to displace one ANS 

from its binding site. The EC50 for this 

displacement reaction is 2.65±0.48 μM at 

23 oC and pH 7.4, comparable to the KD 

value of 2.97±0.23 μM for BUP binding to 

the F1*S variant 13 which species accounts 

for ~80% of the protein in whole AAG.20 

Bupivacaine’s affinity for AAG 

depends on pH. Raising the pH to 8.4, and 

thus increasing the fraction of BUP in the 

neutral base form ca. 5-fold, increased the 

LA’s affinity approximately 3-fold, with a 

KD value = 0.88±0.27 µM (n=3), 

significantly lower than the value at pH 7.4 

(p<0.05, Student’s t-test; Figure 2). This 

result shows that the neutral base binds 

more tightly than the charged cationic 

species, in agreement with earlier 

observations for BUP binding to whole 

AAG 8 and for lidocaine binding to the 

purified F1*S variant,13 both measured 

using methods other than ANS 

displacement.  

  
 

Fig. 2. Fluorescence enhancement from 2 µM ANS pre-equilibrated 2 µM AAG is 

reversed by increasing concentrations of bupivacaine; at pH 7.4 (◼) and pH 8.4(●), both 

at 23o C. The data, averaged from three separate experiments, were fitted to a one-site 

competitive binding equation to calculate an apparent Ki of BUP (see refs, 12,13). For pH 

7.4, Ki BUP = 2.65±0.48 μM (n=3) and for pH 8.4, Ki BUP= 0.885 ±0.27 µM (n=3). 
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3.3 ANS binds to AAG with multiple kinetic 

components. 

When ANS is rapidly mixed with 

AAG, in a stopped-flow device mounted to 

a spectrofluorometer, the time-course of 

the fluorescence signal reflects the kinetics 

of ANS binding to the protein. In Figure 3, 

for example, the solid line from addition of 

10 μM ANS to 1 μM AAG shows three 

components: one is too fast to be resolved 

within the ~1 msec mixing time of the 

instrument and is called the “immediate 

component”, the second change is termed 

the “fast component” (4-20 ms) and the 

third the “slow component” (30-70 ms) of 

ANS binding. These two latter processes 

could be resolved by fits to the 

experimental data of a function with two 

exponential processes. Each of these 

processes, immediate, fast and slow, has a 

corresponding amplitude that depends on 

the concentration of ANS (Figure 4). The 

apparent EC50 for ANS equilibrium 

binding to 1 M AAG, ca. 0.71 M 

(Figure 1B), is the same as that for the 

summed amplitudes of the 3 transient 

components, ca 0.74 M (Figure 4). 

However, total ΔF, from the sum of the 

transients analyzed kinetically, continues 

to rise with increasing [ANS] (Figure 4), 

which is different from the constant, 

saturating value of ΔF with increasing 

[ANS] measured in equilibrium 

experiments (Figure 1B). One explanation 

for this discrepancy is that the hypothetical 

transient, non-equilibrium states that 

occur early after ANS’ initial binding 

result in higher fluorescence intensity than 

occurs when conformational changes have 

relaxed AAG to its equilibrium 

conformation (see Discussion).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Typical time-course of fluorescence increase upon the binding of 10.0 µM ANS 

to 1.0 µM AAG (solid line) at 20
o
C, pH 7.4 The control experiment mixed the vehicle 

(SAM) instead of ANS (horizontal dashed line). The experimental curves were fitted with 

a sum of two exponentials to extract amplitudes and respective time constants (τf and τs) for “fast” and “slow” 

phases of the fluorescence increase. 

 

The amplitude of the immediate 

component is almost proportional to 

[ANS], up to 10 μM, suggesting that this 

binding component is far from saturating 

at this concentration and corresponds to 

relatively low affinity binding (Figure 4). 

https://esmed.org/MRA/mra/
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In contrast, the fast component’s 

amplitude rises steeply at low [ANS], 

peaking at 1-2 μM and then gradually 

decreasing as [ANS] increases further. 

This peak signal occurs near the 

concentration of AAG, 1 μM, and thus 

may arise from a saturation of high-

affinity sites on the protein. A similar 

observation on ligand binding behavior 

was previously reported for halothane 

binding to a synthetic four--helix bundle 

protein.21 

 
 

Fig. 4. The ANS concentration-dependence of the amplitudes of the “immediate” (◼), 

“fast” (●), and “slow” (▲) phases of the fluorescence increases upon binding to AAG, 

and the total increase from the sum of these three extracted amplitudes (▼), at pH 7.4, 

20
o
C. 

 

The respective rates for the fast and 

slow processes, expressed as inverse time-

constants derived from the exponential 

fitting, can also be compared for their ANS 

concentration-dependence (Figure 5). The 

rate (inverse time-constant) for the fast 

component increases approximately 

proportionately to [ANS], up to 5 μM 

(filled circles), behavior that describes a 

classic bi-molecular reaction:

 

                   kon 

              ANS + AAG  ⇌ ANS-AAG              (Eq. 1) 

                         koff 

 

The rate constants are related to the measured inverse time constant by: 

            τ-1 =  (kon[ANS] + koff)                    (Eq. 2) 

         

https://esmed.org/MRA/mra/
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Fig. 5. Graph of inverse time constants of the “fast” and “slow” components versus ANS 

concentrations. Rate constants k1 = 4.65 ±0.26 X 107 M-1 s-1 and k-1 = 41.6 ±1.8 s-1 were 

calculated from fitting of Equation 2 (see Results) to the inverse time constant for the fast 

component (●) over the range where it is proportional to [ANS] (up to 5 µM), with a 

correlation coefficient of 0.998. The slow component (▲) was fitted by Equation 3 

to calculate k-2 = 3.48 X 106s -1 , k2 = -3.48 X106 s-1 and K1 = 1.20x10 -6M. The negative k2 

value is due to the fact that curve for the slow component is downward hyperbolic. An 

empirical third order polynomial function was used to fit the slow component’s asymptote of 16.0±0.3 s-1. 

 

with kon = 4.65 ± 0.26  107 M-1 s-1 and koff 

= 41.6 ± 1.8 s-1 determined from fits of 

equation 2 to the data of Figure 5.  

That the linear relation between the fast 

rate and [ANS] holds through 5μM and 

shows that the equilibrium amplitude 

maximum at 1-2μM (Figure 4) is not due 

to any kinetic restriction on the rate-

limiting binding reaction.  

The slow component’s amplitude 

also increases almost linearly with [ANS], 

up to about 1.5 μM, then begins to show 

saturation but continues to grow 

continuously as [ANS] increases (Figure 

4). Curiously, rates for the slow 

component actually decrease slightly over 

a low ANS concentration range, 0.25-1.5 

μM, but then reach a relatively constant 

value of 16.00.3 s-1 (Figure 5), showing 

that the rates of this slow process become 

[ANS]-independent, even as the amplitude 

continues to increase.  Since the slow, 

effectively zeroth-order, process has 

kinetics that are relatively independent of 

[ANS], it cannot be equated with a 

reaction of the protein directly with free 

ANS.  

 The dependence of the inverse 

time constant of the slow component on 

[ANS] was fitted by the equation: 

      

     -1 = k-2 + k2K 1[ANS]/(1+K1[ANS])      (Eq. 3) 
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which describes a rapidly equilibrating bi-

molecular reaction, with equilibrium 

dissociation constant K1, coupled to a 

slower, zeroth order process:22 

                  

 

                   K1                    k2 

 ANS + AAG ↔  ANS∙AAG   →  ANS∙AAG*   (Scheme 1) 

                                  ← 

                                  k-2 

 

The best fit curve of equation 3 to these 

data has equal forward and reverse zeroth-

order rate constants k-2 = 3.48  106 s-1, k2 

= -3.48 s-1  106 and an equilibrium 

constant K1 = 1.20  10-6 M (see 

Discussion). The negative k2 value reflects 

the fact that the curve of 

 -1 vs [ANS] for the slow component 

curves downwards. (Possible explanations 

for the apparent decrease in rate as [ANS] 

increases are presented in the Discussion, 

below.) The equilibrium constant for the 

fast component, K1 = 1.2  10-6 M, is close 

to the value obtained by calculation of k-1/ 

k1 ( koff/kon) = 0.89  10-6 M using rates 

from the independently determined 

kinetics of the fast process (see above).   

 

3.4 Bupivacaine’s rapid dissociation from 

AAG.  

Bupivacaine’s dissociation rate 

constants were determined by experiments 

in which an excess of ANS was mixed 

with a pre-equilibrated solution of AAG 

and bupivacaine in which most of the 

protein was already bound by the local 

anesthetic. The AAG-bound BUP was 

replaced by ANS as the new equilibrium 

was reached, but because of their mutually 

excluding, competitive interaction, ANS 

could not bind until BUP had dissociated 

from the respective site on the protein. In 

other words, when the overall association 

rate of ANS (kANS X [ANS]) is much larger 

than the overall association rate of BUP 

(kBUP X [BUP]), then virtually every 

molecule of BUP that dissociates from 

AAG will be replaced by a molecule of 

ANS. Also under these conditions, the 

dissociation rate of BUP becomes the rate-

limiting step for ANS binding, as shown 

by the increase of fluorescence. A typical 

trace for ANS binding to AAG pre-

equilibrated with BUP is shown by curve 

A in Figure 6, in which curve B is the 

reaction in the absence of BUP (copied 

from Figure 3). For AAG that has been 

pre-equilibrated with 5 μM BUP, the 

“immediate component” of ANS binding 

was greatly reduced. The remaining time-

dependent changes of fluorescence were 

fitted, as above, with a double exponential 

function to extract time constants and 

amplitudes for the fast and slow 

components.  

https://esmed.org/MRA/mra/
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Fig.6. Time course of the displacement of BUP (5 µM) bound to 1 µM AAG by 10µM 

ANS at 20
o
C, pH 7.4 (curve A). The result of adding 10 µM ANS to 1 µM AAG without 

any BUP (dotted line, curve B) and of adding an equal volume of buffer (SAM) to 1 µM 

AAG (solid line, curve C) are shown for comparison. The slower increase of 

fluorescence when AAG is pre-equilibrated with BUP reflects the rate-limiting 

dissociation of the local anesthetic in order for ANS to bind to the protein. 

 

 

The final, steady-state 

fluorescence changes from ANS binding 

were reduced by pre-equilibrating AAG 

with BUP. (Since the ANS and BUP-AAG 

solutions are mixed in equal volumes to 

begin the reaction, the actual BUP 

concentration pre-equilibrated with AAG 

was twice that after mixing, the value 

listed on the x-axes of Figures 7 and 8). 

The kinetic parameters for “5 μM “ BUP, 

for example, correspond to ANS (20 μM) 

binding to AAG (2 μM) which had 

equilibrated with 10 μM BUP, a 

concentration that occupies more than 

95% of the ANS binding sites; see Figure 

2). The amplitude of the “immediate” 

component is strongly reduced by this 

highest [BUP], by about 80%, consistent 

with a relatively low affinity for ANS in 

this site; the IC50 of BUP for this 

“immediate” inhibition, determined by 

finding the [BUP] on Figure 7 that gives 

half its maximum effect, is about 1μM. 

The “fast” component is reduced less, by 

only 30%, with an IC50 for BUP of 

<0.25μM. Unexpectedly, the amplitude of 

the “slow” component is actually 

increased, by ~2-fold; the apparent IC50 for 

this effect is also <0.25 μM, and the 

maximum increase in ΔF is reached at 0.5-

1.0μM BUP (Figure 7).  
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Fig. 7. The effect of increasing BUP concentration on the amplitudes of the immediate 

(◼), fast (●), slow (▲) and total (▼) fluorescence changes upon mixing 10 µM ANS 

with 1 µM AGP pre-equilibrated with various concentration of BUP, at pH 7.4, 20
o
C. 

 

Analysis of the kinetics of ANS-

related fluorescence changes shows that 

BUP reduces the rates of both fast and 

slow components (Figure 8). As [BUP] 

increases, the fast component’s rate drops 

by 88%, towards an asymptotic value of 

about 35 s-1 for 1μM ANS (not shown) and 

39 s-1 for 10 μM ANS. These values are 

approximately equal to the k-1 for ANS 

dissociation derived from analysis of the 

fast process (see above). This agreement in 

rates is consistent with a competitive 

inhibition by BUP of the fast association 

step for ANS binding to AAG, and no 

effect of BUP on the fast dissociation step, 

requiring that the reduction in the fast 

amplitude is due completely to a reduction 

in the rate of binding of ANS to AAG. The 

slow component’s rate, which was already 

lowered by this high [ANS] (Figure 5), is 

slightly reduced, by about 33%, and all 

within the same range of [BUP] that 

caused the increase in its amplitude 

(Figure 7). If, as described above, these 

rates reflect the dissociation of BUP from 

ANS binding sites on AAG, then the 

apparent rate-limiting dissociation rate of 

BUP is about 10- 30 s-1. 
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Fig. 8. Graph of the inverse time constants of the fast (●) and slow (▲) components of 

the fluorescence changes from 10 µM ANS binding to AGP pre-equilibrated with 

different BUP concentrations; pH 7.4, 20oC. The data were fit by the empirical equation 

τ -1=A*exp(-B/[BUP])+τ-1 
0 , to show the asymptotes (τ-1

0) of 34.5±1.1 s-1 (●) and 

12.0±0.5 s-1 (▲) for the respective fast and slow components at saturating BUP 

concentrations (where A is τ-1 when [BUP] =0 and B is an empirical constant that fits the 

falling portion of the curves). 

 

4. Discussion 

 
4.1 Summary findings. 

The findings of this investigation 

are: 1. ANS binds to AAG with 3 kinetic 

processes: one “immediate”, kinetically 

unresolvable reaction, and two others, the 

“fast” one being a simple, first-order 

(bimolecular) reaction and the “slow” one 

a reaction independent of free ANS and 

possibly coupled to the faster binding step. 

2. Bupivacaine can competitively 

antagonize all of the ANS binding at 

equilibrium, most potently for the 

“immediate” binding, less so for the “fast” 

binding”, yet appears to enhance the 

amplitude of the “slow” binding process. 

Pre-equilibration of AAG with 

bupivacaine strongly reduces the rate of 

the fast reaction of ANS and reduces the 

slow reaction rate by far less. As an overall 

result, ANS binding rates at high [BUP] 

are limited by BUP’s dissociation from 

AAG. These data show that the notion that 

LAs such as bupivacaine, when bound to 

AAG in the blood, are therefore 

unavailable to be resorbed from the 

circulation, is wrong. 

 

4.2 Comparison with published 

observations. 

Our observations agree with 

published equilibrium results in several 

respects. First, from the multiple 

components of its binding kinetics, it 

appears that there are at least two sites for 

ANS on AAG, and both of these sites are 

competed for by bupivacaine. Alpha-1 

acid glycoprotein is member of the 

“lipocalin” group of proteins, soluble, 

carbohydrate-coupled molecules whose 

biological role is as carriers of small 
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molecules, odorants, cholesterol, etc.. 23 

One common structural feature of all 

lipocalins is the presence of a “beta barrel” 

binding pocket where the ligands are 

proposed to bind, as verified by x-ray 

crystallography of many lipocalins, 

including AAG.23,24 Tryptophan residues 

are located within the beta barrel as well as 

at more distant sites on the lipocalins.17 

We have previously reported the 

quenching of AAG’s Trp-related 

fluorescence by the model local anesthetic, 

2-hydroxy-3,5,-diiodo-N-

[2(diethylamino)ethyl]benzamide 

(DEDIC), a functional local anesthetic 

containing 2 iodine atoms.12 The 

concentration-dependence of DEDIC’s 

quenching of intrinsic Trps revealed two 

sites on each molecule of this protein (of 

which the F1*S variant was bound by 

DEDIC with higher affinity than the A 

variant12). The quenching of AAG by 

DEDIC, at both low and high affinity sites, 

could also be fully reversed by BUP, as 

was the case for ANS in the present study, 

and the apparent equilibrium affinities are 

almost identical, 2.5-3μM 13. Two 

bupivacaine binding sites on whole AAG 

have also been reported by Herve’ et al.20 

and by Mazoit et al.9 , using the 

equilibrium dialysis method; the latter 

authors also concluded on the basis of fits 

to Scatchard plots that some degree of 

positive cooperativity occurred in this 

binding. 

Second, the binding of a related, 

BIS-ANS molecule to another lipocalin, 

apolipoprotein-D (apo-D) has similar 

kinetic characteristics. BIS-ANS contains 

two, nearly identical hydrophobic domains 

at the opposite ends of a molecule almost 

twice as large as ANS, and, using 

fluorescence assays like the one employed 

here, but without the rate-limiting step of 

mixing solutions (they used the 

temperature jump relaxation method), 

Patel et al.17 found diffusion-limited 

binding rates consistent with a site for BIS-

ANS on the protein’s surface. We also find 

such fast rates for the “immediate” binding 

step, which is complete within the mixing 

time of ~ 1 msec at 10-6 M ANS, 

corresponding to an on-rate constant of 

~109 M-1 s-1. A slower rate of fluorescence 

increase, independent of [BIS-ANS], was 

detected for BIS-ANS binding to apo-D, 

which was attributed to the formation of 

protein-drug dimers as the free end of a 

BIS-ANS molecule bound superficially to 

one apo-D engaged a second apo-D at its 

superficial site.17 The relatively large and 

very hydrophobic BIS-ANS appears to be 

unable to reach the binding site within the 

pocket of apo-D. We also observe slower 

rates for ANS binding to AAG, one of 

which is independent of [ANS], but we 

interpret this step differently, and have no 

evidence that “monovalent” ANS can 

conjugate two AAG molecules. 

4.3 Limitations. There are two 

complications in the comparison of 

chemistries among these different 

systems; the first is that the human AAG 

that we used is a composite of several 

variants of this protein, and the second is 

that bupivacaine is a racemic mixture of 

equal R- and S- enantiomers. With regard 

to the first concern, our earlier work 

showed that the F1 and S variants, which 

are almost identical in primary sequence, 

and together account for 80-85% of AAG 

in mixed human protein,20,25 bind BUP 

with almost the same affinity as the A 

variant,12 consistent with the near identical 

equilibrium affinities reported for 

lidocaine binding to these same variants.20 

With regard to the second concern, the 

different enantiomers of BUP bind to the 

F1*S variant of AAG with similar 

affinities: KD (R-BUP) = 2.36±0.10 μM 

and KD (S-BUP) = 1.42±0.08 μM from 

DEDIC displacement experiments on 
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purified F1*S13, and 1.62 and 3.69 µM, 

respectively, from equilibrium dialysis 

using whole AAG 9 , although the latter 

values depend critically on the ratio of 

BUP:AAG. Nevertheless, these published 

affinities are near the IC50 value of 

2.65±0.48μM reported here for the 

racemic mixture. Therefore, both our 

findings with ANS and its competition by 

bupivacaine are in general qualitative and 

quantitative agreement with published 

results. 

 

4.4Kinetic models that account for the 

results. 

The kinetics of ANS binding to 

AAG show that there are three binding 

components: immediate, fast and slow. We 

propose the following reaction scheme to 

explain the kinetic findings (Scheme 2): 

one fast and independent binding reaction 

for the “immediate” phase and two, 

coupled reactions for the fast (first-order) 

and slow phases.  

 

 
Scheme 2. Schematic presentation of competitive binding of AAG between ANS and BUP. A=ANS; 

B=BUP; P= AAG. P0, P1 and P2 are conformations of AAG with different affinities for ANS and BUP. 

 

This kinetic scheme accounts for the rate 

and equilibrium competitions between 

ANS and BUP. Consider first the [ANS] 

dependence of the different kinetic 

processes. The immediate component was 

too fast (within 1 ms) to have its kinetics 

resolved. Its amplitude is almost 

proportional to the nominal ANS 

concentration, up to 10 M, and it is thus 

considered a low affinity site, probably at 

a superficial site on the protein. In contrast, 

the fast component has kinetics consistent 

with a bi-molecular reaction (up to about 

5μM [ANS]), which we equate with the 

“fast” step in Scheme 2 (see Results and 

Figure 5). 

The preceding analysis equates the 

added ANS that gives a “nominal 

concentration” with free ANS, but in 

situations where the high affinity of a 

ligand results in its binding at such low 

concentrations that the free concentrations 

is substantially less than the nominal one, 

the true affinity is always greater than the 

one calculated on the assumed equality 

between free and nominal ligand 

concentration. For example, the [ANS] to 

half-saturate the fluorescence change on 

binding to 1μM AAG is ca. 0.7 μM, but the 
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true KD, when free [ANS] is corrected by 

accounting for the bound fraction, is ca. 

0.25 μM (see Figure 1 and ref. 12). 

Accordingly, the actual concentrations of 

free ANS will change over the course of 

the binding reaction, dropping rapidly in 

the early times due to “immediate”, albeit 

low affinity binding, and continuing to fall 

as the fast binding process progresses. This 

results in larger corrections for free [ANS] 

for the lowest nominal concentrations, 

becoming smaller as [ANS] increases. The 

net consequence is that the slope of the line 

for -1 vs [ANS] (Figure 5) will increase 

and so also will the calculated k+1. 

Although an exact correction is 

impossible, since the immediate binding 

cannot be known, assuming that this 

fastest reaction is stoichiometric with 

AAG (at 1 μM) requires that the nominally 

assigned 2μM “free” ANS concentration 

be halved, approximately doubling the 

slope and the association rate constant. 

Further binding in the “fast” step will drop 

the free [ANS] even lower and effectively 

decrease the KD, reaching that which is 

calculated from the precise equation that 

includes such binding12, ca. 0.25 μM 

(Figure 1B). 

 The “fast” processes’ amplitude 

shows a biphasic dependence on [ANS], 

peaking at 1-2μM. The slow component’s 

amplitude also increases almost linearly 

with [ANS], up to about 1.5μM, then 

increases less steeply but still continuously 

as [ANS] increases (Figure 4). Scheme 2 

provides an explanation for these 

observations, identifying the fast phase 

with a rapid binding reaction, which is 

coupled to a slower reaction that requires 

no additional binding. For relatively low 

[ANS] the fast binding results in only 

partial occupancy to form the species 

identified as AP1, where little of the slow 

reaction occurs since k-1 is larger than k+2. 

As the added [ANS] increases, however, 

and the increasing occupancy of AP1 

becomes a substantial source for AP2 , the 

fast reaction will eventually slow and the 

amplitude of the fast component will be 

decreased.  

 There are two possible mechanistic 

explanations for the slow reaction. One is 

that the locus on AAG of a bound ANS 

molecule changes, allowing additional 

binding at P1 when the initially bound 

ligand migrates to P2. The other is that 

there is an ANS-induced conformational 

change 26 such that either the local milieu 

around the ANS molecule becomes more 

polar, thus reducing its quantum efficiency 

and lowering the fluorescence of bound 

ANS, or that a slow structural change of 

AAG after ANS binding changes the 

binding properties such that , for example, 

k-1 is increased and the affinity is thereby 

decreased.27 In fact, both phenomena 

could occur, for if the binding domain 

becomes more polar, e.g., by movement of 

a charged amino acid, then either 

electrostatic or hydrophobic binding 

energy could be reduced, lowering both 

ANS affinity and quantum yield from the 

same change in the protein. These 

phenomena could also explain the 

cooperativity for bupivacaine binding 

observed by Mazoit et al.9 

  

5. Conclusion 

Our finding that there are multiple 

binding sites on AAG for BUP is novel, 

and may apply to other basic, amphipathic 

drugs, such as class I anti-arrhythmics and 

many anti-epileptics, that also are bound 

by AAG. AAG binding of BUP is of 

relatively high affinity and rapidly 

reversible; at the plasma concentrations 

where toxicity occurs, 2-4 µg/mL, 

equivalent to 7-15 µM, and AAG is at a 

high molar excess over BUP, 0.6-

1.2mg/mL= 1.4-2.8mM. Of course, BUP 

binds to other serum proteins, e.g. 
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albumin, with a higher binding capacity 

although lower affinity,28 and is adsorbed 

by the membranes of red and white cells in 

the blood, all of which reduce its free 

concentration and its potential to saturate 

the high affinity AAG binding sites.2-4 

Importantly, BUP’s dissociation from 

AAG is quite rapid, despite its sub-

micomolar equilibrium dissociation 

constant. The off rates of 10 s-1 mean that 

in 0.1 seconds more than half of AAG-

bound bupivacaine would be liberated if 

the free plasma concentration suddenly fell 

to zero. Consequently, AAG-bound 

bupivacaine becomes quickly available for 

permeation through the capillaries, 

contributing to toxicity and metabolism as 

the drug-equilibrated plasma perfuses 

organs. The weaker binding of BUP to 

serum albumin will likely correspond to an 

even faster dissociation. We conclude that 

the application of equilibrium data for 

protein binding of local anesthetics to any 

pharmacokinetic understanding is 

virtually useless and potentially 

misleading.  
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